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Abstract 

This paper investigates the benefits of using two separate refrigeration cycles to meet demands for both the freezer and 

fresh food compartments in domestic refrigerators. The energy savings that can be obtained by delivering refrigeration 

at the higher temperature as required by the fresh food compartment is found to be a function of the cabinet load ratio 

(defined as the ratio of the fresh food to the freezer cabinet loads) and the ratio of the freezer and refrigerator cycle 

COPs. Depending on the values of these two parameters, the energy requirement for a dual-cycle system can be up to 

30% lower than that for a comparable single-cycle system meeting the same cabinet loads. The dual-cycle system also 

offers the advantages of reduced defrost (not included in the previously mentioned energy savings estimate) and the 

ability to maintain higher humidity conditions in the fresh food compartment. The feasibility of using the fresh food 

compartment as a sink to subcool liquid refrigerant prior to its entry into the freezer capillary tube was also investigated 

[1], [2]. 
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Introduction 

In most domestic refrigerators, refrigeration for both thefresh sustenance and cooler compartments is given by a 

singlevapor-pressure cycle that works at the cooler evaporat-ing immersion temperature. In spite of the fact that there 

are capital expense andspace favorable circumstances to utilizing a solitary refrigeration cycle, theoverall execution of 

the fridge is decreased in light of the fact that thecoefficient of performance (COP) for creation of refriger-ation at the 

cooler temperature is lower than that for produc-tion of refrigeration at the crisp nourishment evaporator conditions.For 

this reason, some energy investment funds can be normal if twoseparate cycles are utilized to meet the separate cooling 

loadsfor the cooler and new sustenance cupboards. The degree of theenergy investment funds relies upon the relative 

bureau loads [3], [4]. A largerincrease in framework execution is normal if the lion's share ofthe cooling is given to meet 

the crisp nourishment compartmentload. The use of two cycles to separately provide refrigerationto the fresh food and 

freezer compartments also presents theopportunity to utilize a form of mechanical subcooling toimprove the 

performance of the low-temperature freezercompartment cycle. Mechanical subcooling relies on theoperation of a 

second, higher temperature refrigeration cycleto subcool the high-pressure liquid refrigerant before it isthrottled to the 

freezer temperature. In a domestic refrigerator, the refrigeration cycle forthe fresh food compartment could be used to 

directly subcool the condensate for the freezer cycle, thereby shifting some ofthe cooling load from the freezer to the 

fresh food cycle.Strictly speaking, both cycles have to operate simultaneouslyto allow mechanical subcooling by this 
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approach. An alterna-tive that accomplishes the same objective without theconstraint of simultaneous cycle operation is 

to place thesubcooling heat exchanger within the fresh food compart-ment. This arrangement allows the thermal 

capacity of thefresh food contents to provide short-term cycle-to-cycleenergy storage for subcooling [5], [6]. 

Conclusion 

A critical improvement in energy was exhibited in a system that utilizations two cycles to autonomously give 

refrigeration to the new sustenance and cooler compartments. The degree of these investment funds relies upon the 

proportion of the new nourishment to the cooler bureau burdens, LR, and the proportion of the COPs of the crisp 

sustenance and cooler refrigeration cycles, CR. What's more, the double cycle system ought to give better stickiness 

control in the new nourishment bureau and diminished defrosting. The drawbacks of the double cycle configuration are 

the extra cost and space required for two refrigeration cycles. These contemplations must be calculated into the basic 

leadership process for executing a double cycle framework in local coolers. 
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